Since 1977, the National Center for Lesbian Rights has been at the forefront of nearly every legal gain won for LGBT people and families. And because I know this to be true, I promise you: we are going to turn the tide, and we are going to shape this country in our vision of what we know it can be.

— Kate Kendell, NCLR Executive Director
Dear NCLR Friend and Supporter:

An Annual Report tries to do the impossible. Ideally we wish to give you, as our dearest supporters, a clear, concise, and passionate picture of the work we’ve been doing for the past year; graciously and meaningfully thank you for your life-altering and landscape-changing support; generate new and untapped reservoirs of pride and awe in our effort and accomplishments; and inspire you to an even greater level of investment. My effort here will be more modest but critical, for in that list of what we’d like this document to do, the first and foremost task is to thank you. Without your support and commitment, nothing else would be possible.

As you review this report you will see a strengthened and ever more effective organization. We have been at the forefront of transformative legal and public policy change. We have launched unprecedented conversations and moved hearts and minds. We have made a positive difference in the lives of individuals and in entire communities. We have felt daily the privilege and responsibility of trying to protect and amplify the security and safety of our clients and the thousands of others who contact us throughout the year seeking assistance and help.

And as we begin celebrating our 30th Anniversary, we know that the challenges and opportunities will only increase. We are honored and humbled by your support. Some of you have been investing in us for decades. Whether you are a first-time donor or a longtime supporter, you are the heart of who we are and we carry the trust you place in us every moment of every day. The most spectacular Annual Report cannot capture nor convey how grateful we are and how much you mean to us; however, we hope that our work—done with great passion and effectiveness—does.

With great thanks,

Kate
Argued successfully in the California Supreme Court to uphold a court order declaring a non-biological mother to be her child’s legal parent despite separating from her partner, and in spite of her partner’s efforts to deny parental status, including custody and visitation. This groundbreaking victory offers unprecedented protections to LGBT families.

Challenged Penn State Coach Rene Portland’s outrageous twenty-five-year-old “no drugs, no alcohol, no lesbians” policy. The federal lawsuit alleges Portland, athletic director Tim Curley, and Penn State University violated numerous federal and state laws and constitutional protections prohibiting discrimination based on race, gender, and sexual orientation. In addition to representing a courageous student basketball star, Jennifer Harris, this highly visible case has encouraged many athletes to come forward and speak out.

Secured initial victory as lead counsel in *Woo v. California*, when a San Francisco Superior Court Justice ruled that California’s exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage discriminates on the basis of sex and violates the fundamental right to marry.
SUCCESSFULLY DEFENDED THE VALIDITY OF THE FIRST MARRIAGE OF A SAME-SEX COUPLE IN THE CHEROKEE NATION, INVITING A LARGER DISCUSSION ABOUT THE RIGHTS OF TWO-SPIRIT NATIVE AMERICANS.

NEGOTIATED A HISTORIC CUSTODY SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT ON BEHALF OF MICHAEL KANTARAS, A TRANSSEXUAL FATHER WHO HAD BEEN FIGHTING FOR ALMOST SEVEN YEARS TO RETAIN HIS PARENTAL RIGHTS TO HIS TWO CHILDREN.

SECURED A GROUNDBREAKING VICTORY IN FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT ON BEHALF OF THE LGBT STUDENT GROUP AT HASTINGS LAW SCHOOL, IN A CASE DEFENDING THE ABILITY OF PUBLIC LAW SCHOOLS TO PROHIBIT SCHOOL-FUNDED STUDENT GROUPS FROM DISCRIMINATING ON THE BASIS OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR RELIGION.

PETITIONED THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT TO GRANT ASYLUM TO A GAY MAN FROM ZIMBABWE WHO WAS FORCED TO FLEE FROM PRESIDENT MUGABE’S NOTORIOUSLY BRUTAL ANTI-GAY REGIME AFTER BEING IMPRISONED FOR BEING GAY.

SUCCESSFULLY REACHED A SETTLEMENT WITH PRESBYTERIAN RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES, INC., A NATIONAL CHAIN OF RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES, WHO AGREED THAT ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL HAVE EQUAL ACCESS TO ITS FACILITIES.

PERSUADED A FLORIDA SCHOOL BOARD TO CHANGE ITS SENIOR PORTRAIT POLICY AND ADD SEXUAL ORIENTATION TO ITS NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY FOR BOTH STUDENTS AND TEACHERS AFTER A SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT WAS DENIED THE RIGHT TO APPEAR IN HER SENIOR YEARBOOK BECAUSE SHE WORE A TUXEDO RATHER THAN STEREOTYPICALLY FEMININE CLOTHING.

SCURED INITIAL VICTORY FOR A SAME-SEX COUPLE WHO ATTEMPTED TO POST A PROFILE AS POTENTIAL ADOPTIVE PARENTS ON ADOPTION.COM, WHICH REJECTED THE POSTING BECAUSE THE COMPANY DOES NOT ALLOW SAME-SEX COUPLES TO USE THEIR SERVICES.

SUCCESSFULLY DEFENDED THE VALIDITY OF THE FIRST MARRIAGE OF A SAME-SEX COUPLE IN THE CHEROKEE NATION, INVITING A LARGER DISCUSSION ABOUT THE RIGHTS OF TWO-SPIRIT NATIVE AMERICANS.
In 2005, NCLR helped draft and win passage of the landmark California Foster Care Nondiscrimination Act (AB 458), the nation’s first state-wide law to explicitly protect LGBT foster youth from discrimination and harassment.

In 2005, the Elder Law Project represented the needs of LGBT elders at the White House Conference on Aging, which is held once every ten years. Our recommendations, developed through local forums and national alliances, will be included in the Conference’s final report and will help set the priorities for LGBT aging issues over the next ten years.

In an historic first, NCLR provided testimony about sexual violence against LGBT prisoners and youth in juvenile justice facilities to the National Prison Rape Elimination Commission.

NCLR joined fellow LGBT organizations and launched the Hurricane Katrina LGBT Relief Fund to ensure that LGBT youth and families, among the most vulnerable members of our community, receive the critical support they need to regain stability in their lives.
NCLR AT THE FOREFRONT OF TRANSFORMATIVE LEGAL AND PUBLIC POLICY CHANGE

As society and the law move toward full inclusion of LGBT people, we face an extended period of struggle and adjustment. NCLR’s nearly thirty-year track record has positioned us to meet this challenge head on. In the years ahead, NCLR will continue to be at the forefront of family, marriage, transgender, immigration, sports, elder, and youth law. We know from years of experience that we cannot afford to stand still or slow down.

We are at an important turning point in the history of our movement. For the first time in modern history, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people are on the cusp of full inclusion within existing legal and social structures – although at dramatically differing paces in various parts of the country. NCLR is committed to helping our community seize this unprecedented opportunity while preserving the unique values and experiences of LGBT relationships and families.

SHANNON MINTER WINS 2005 “LEADERSHIP FOR A CHANGING WORLD” AWARD

The Ford Foundation selected Shannon Minter, NCLR Legal Director, as one of the 2005 winners of the Leadership for a Changing World awards. The 17 awardees, chosen by a national selection committee from a pool of nearly 1,000 nominations, are individuals and leadership teams tackling some of the nation’s most entrenched social, economic, and environmental challenges. NCLR received $100,000 to advance our work and an additional $15,000 for educational opportunities to strengthen our organizational effectiveness over the course of the next two years.
NCLR AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the Year Ending December 31, 2005

PUBLIC SUPPORT AND REVENUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>1,821,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bequests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>661,180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donated professional services</td>
<td>572,644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special events</td>
<td>761,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case fees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other revenue</td>
<td>72,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Public Support and Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,889,700</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal programs and services</td>
<td>2,982,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and general</td>
<td>107,877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>594,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,684,378</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Increase in unrestricted net assets** | **205,322**

**Net assets, beginning of year** | **1,835,146**

**Net assets, end of year** | **2,040,468**

Please contact NCLR for a complete audited statement.

HISTORY OF PUBLIC SUPPORT AND REVENUE*
2001 through 2005

*Does not include donated professional services.

2005 EXPENSES

- **Legal Programs and Services**: 81%
- **Fundraising**: 16%
- **Management and General**: 3%
The National Center for Lesbian Rights depends on the generosity of its members to do the vital life-changing work we do. 81% of our 2005 budget was spent directly on our legal programs and services. Individual donors and members contribute 65% of our budget. 62% of those individual gifts come from major donors.

With an annual gift of $1,500 or more in non-Gala-related contributions, NCLR’s Anniversary Circle of Major Donors provides the leadership, vision, and resources that are critical to our work and mission.

DEEPEST GRATITUDE TO OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS

2005

ANNIVERSARY CIRCLE OF MAJOR DONORS

NCLR is proud to acknowledge the following major donors whose gifts of $1,500* or more have strengthened our legal programs across the United States. We also express our heartfelt thanks to our 2005 Major Donor Campaign Co-chairs – Rhett Currier and Jan Zivic – for their leadership and inspiration.

$250,000 and above
Anonymous
Sandy Springs in memory of Marian C. Chapman
James Williamson
Jan Zivic

$100,000 - $249,999
Lesbian Equity Foundation, Kathy Levinson & Naomi Fine

$75,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
The Dorian Fund
Sarah Schmidt & Julie Matthei

$50,000 - $74,999
The Dorian Fund
Sarah Schmidt & Julie Matthei

$25,000 - $49,999
F. E. Lykes Foundation

$15,000 - $24,999
Janet S. Boyle
Betsy Koffman & Lorraine Bates
Rosanne Siino
Renata Sox & Judith Miles

$10,000 - $14,999
Anonymous (4)
Cynthia Brooks & Judith A. Thompson
Roberta Conroy & Terri Fabris
Jennifer Drobac
Cindy Ewing & Luchie Ticzon
Jerry J. Wilson Memorial Foundation
Kent Knudson & Terri Tachovsky
Nancy Levine & Cathy Underwood
Jane & Tammi Maquardt
Allison Mendel & Marjorie Kaiser**
Dee Mosbacher & Nanette Garrett
Angela Padilla & Amy Silverstein
Nancy Pulikoff
Rachel Pray & Laura Winstock
Christine Robak & Michele Larkey

$5,000 - $9,999
Anonymous
Marc & David Berman
Diane Bernard
Cynthia & John Scott Boggs
Nancy Clarence & Lida Szajka
Jody & Katharine Cole
David Cover & James Melendez
Madelyne Cromwell
Abby Dees
Laura Deikel
Maureen A. Delaney
Anne & Simone Dorman
Marta Drury & Kerry Lobel
Kate Dyer & Ellen F ey
Cathy Ebert**
Ashling Ferguson
Gretchen Frederick & Jean Fenency
Susan A. Gare & Ann Wigodsky**
Jo Hoeningringer & Lisa Sibley
Suzanne L. Israel & Laurie Hanover
Nancy Kekol
Jeri-Ann Meyer**
Joyce Newstat & Susan Lowenberg
Rosie & Kelli O'Donnell
Kate O’Hallan & Léonie Walker
Col/T Te PhoeNix
Kathleen Rosson & Gibson Scheid
Susan Sachs & Gail Deferner
The Silva Watson Moonwalk Fund
The Simpson-Agridotes Family
Susan Stemau & Nancy Welsh
Kara Swisher & Megan Smith
Ramon Torres & John W. Stewart
Underdog Fund
Marcus Waterbury**
Ruth & David Waterbury
Sonnii Zambino

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous (3)
Dianna Albini
Betsy L. Allen
Sharon J. Anderson
The Athenasius Family
Nancy Lynn Baker & Cathy Hauer
Clara Basile & Connie Wolf
Brooke Battles & Anne Hightower**
Ruthy & Maureen Bennett
Linda Botzer
Sandra Blair & Carol J. Cohen
Marion Broder & Sheryl Forbes
Michael & Richard Butler
The Camery-Friedman Family**
Gregory Casillas
Anne Cassells & Susan Ketcham
Ann Mei Chang
Yvonne Courtemanche & Pam Flood
Courtney
Kathleen M. Crandall & Lori Gitter
Rhett Currier
Kimberly Curtis & Meg Gehl
Mark & Greg Davis
Denise D. Delatto & Gail P. Bryak
Kelly M. Demody & Cathy Clemence
Lucy Fine & Shuli Goodman
Kacey Fitzpatrick & Deborah Kilpatrick
Kerry Gallagher & Deirdra Newton**
Michele Grand
Holly Gray & Bobbie Stall

Judith Harte & Susan Ellard
MaryAnn Haton & Patti Fullerton
Frederick C. Hertz & Randolph Langenbach
James C. Hormel
Teresa L. Johnson & Daria M. Janese
Deborah Jones
Beth Karpfinger
Lewy Gay Values Fund as advised by Jeff Lewy & Ed Eisen
Lory Masters
Jan Medina
Barbara J. Meislin, Purple Lady Fund
Astraea Foundation
Beth Meyerson & Jill Germain
Denise Petty & Marcia Wood**
Max Pierre & Family
Renee Ponder
Kathleen Quinnell & Diane Allen**
Mary Read & Victoria Jackson
Elizabeth Rice
Jana Rich & Jill Nash
Paula Ryan
Diana Selig & Meredith Rose
Deborah Shura & Aymarah Robles
Laura Silvestri
Molly Spangle & Sylvia Montague
Ronna Stamm, Paul Lehman, & Jonathan Lehman
Kathryn Stebner & Julie R. Davis
Terry Turrentine**
Vanessa Vignon
Tina Woodward
Barbara J. Wright & Dee Kenny/The Roots & Wings Fund of Astraea Foundation
Deborah Wyatt & Andree Hest**
Faith Read Xenos & Kimberly Stilmore
Barbara S. Zoloth
$1,500 - $2,499
Roberta Achtenberg & Rosanne Guagharonne
Mary Adelman
Katherine Adler & Pamela Reynolds**
Linda Ann Adrevano
Dottie Barrett Ames**
Linda Amuso & Susan Lombardi
Lesley J. Anderson & Paula Zand
Monique Barbarson & Karin Olson
Dena Bantnicki & Helen Chandler
John Becket**
Diane Benjamin**
Michael Berman
Elizabeth Birch & Hilary B. Rosen
Pauline Blanchard & Lynn Decker**
Barbara Brenner & Suzanne Lampert
Amy Brown & Lisa White
Thomas Callahan
Ruth E. Callard & Nancy Helm
Thomas Callahan
Amy Brown & Lisa White
Elizabeth Callahan & Roberta Cawley
Krisana M. Hodges & Christie Hon. Donna J. Hitchens & Nancy L. Hitchens
Hon. Donna J. Hitchens & Nancy L. Hitchens
Krisana M. Hodges & Christie Hon. Donna J. Hitchens & Nancy L. Hitchens
Nicholas Hodges**
Arlene F. Hoffman & Christine Leonardich
Lisa B. Hoffman
Dvora Honigstein
Trish Houck
H. Nona Hungate
Paula Sue Hyman & Linda Jacobs
Betty Iverson
M. Jean Johnston & Kate Morris
Paula S. Jones & Maria Brundige**
Marla Ann Jurasek
Kate Kendell & Sandy Holmes**
Cynthia S. Kern & Jane Boisseau
Gillian Kuroe**
Nancy Koch & Jane Stafford
Audrey S. Koh & Gaeta Bell
Melissa Kohner & Leigh Morgan
Barbara Kratfich & Tracey Schusterman
Clarissa C. Kripke & Gail Ludwig
Stephanie Krupnic
The Law Offices of Cullum & Sena
Cheryl Lee
Lesley Levine & No’Ama Firestone**
Michael & Amos Lim**
Diane K. Lincoln
Pattie Lockard & Casey Hobbs
Jean C. Love and Pat Cain**
Kathy K. Madden
Jan Marks
David Marshall
Patricia Mantel & Beverly Fuscamento**
Sonia Martin
Sally McCaffrey**
Michele McKee & Laura O’Kane
Virginia Merrifield
Kristina Milanta & Lisa Ravaioli
Kimberly A. Miller
Kimberly J. Miller & Leslie Tisdale
Dana Morse & Anne Madden
Jane Moyer & Janet Frey
Dan Neumann & David Richardson
Joyce D. Nordquist**
Margaret Noris & Nadine Navarro**
Harvey & Beth Dringer
Jennifer Orthwein**
Julie Owen & Diane Holland
Leslie Pappas & Kelly Burnette
Lynne Parenti & Tina Ramay
Lynn Perls & Brenda Bourassa
Jane A. Petru & Caroline Becker
Alice Philipson & Petra Lijestrand
Mona Pitterman & Tulsa Community Foundation
Mary Plumb
Sue Zee Poirier**
Phyllis Potter**
Vicki Randel
Patrice Reid & Heather Trumbower**
Shad Reinstein & Jody Laine
Robasciotti & Associates**
Patricia Reilly & B. Berry Reisbeck
Patsy Rogers
Ces Rosales & Sue Ferrera
Wendy Rosev
Jennifer L. Ross
Cole Rowan & Ann Miller
Celia E. Rowland
Jan Russak
Barbara Russo & Bobbi C.
Sternheim**
Donna Mae Ryu & Barbara Dickey**
Diane Sabin & Jewelle Gomez**
Annie Sammis
Eileen Scallen & Marianne Norris**
Linda Scaparotti & Gail Price
Margaret Schadler
Caryn Schlecker & Anne Kaskel
Lisa Schooneeman**
Bev Scott
Michael Sears & Ben Redcross**
Sean Selgeue
Wynne Shaw**
Karin K. Smith & Jim Sherwood
Brooke Shields & Deborah Wald
Sylvia Skol
Bridget Sullivan
Lisa Szer
Olga Talamanne
Tor Taylor & Laurie Monserrat
Gretchen Thomas & Claudia Carasso
Brian Tippen & John Linderman
Amy Todd**
Sheryl Traum & Neil Collet**
Ruth Tucker & Cyndi Williamson
Stacey Turmel
Ellen Ullman
Margaret E. Van Camp & Carol Patterson
Danielle Vassallep & Angelica Metz
Dawn Marie Wadle & Deborah Dixon
Lesley Weaver & Jennifer Pariseau
Lonnie Weiss
The Wellsfry-Parot Family
Nancy Werthan & Anita Mascol
Akaya Windwood & Kim Scala
Simone Wojtowicz & Kelly Conway
Jan Zobel

$1,200 - $1,499*
Anonymous
Robert M. Anderson & Kyong Shik Eom
Nicholas Augustinos & F. Curt Kirschner, Jr.**
Alvin H. Baum
Vicki L Berg
Kathryn M. Braemam
Kaila Brown
Kathy Conte & Cathy Moyer
Barbara J. Cox & Peg Habetler**
Mrs. Thomas C. Currier
Kathleen DeBold**
Pamela Del Rio & Ellen Fritz**
Denise K. Dimin & Vicki “Max” Brenner
Michael Dively
Joanne Engel & Ellen Haller
Eric Ethington & Doug Okun**
Pat Evans & Christy Edwards
Mary Farrell & Vesna Obradovich**
Jan Felshin & Edine Ferdun
Anne Ferguson
Dawn Fisher & Cathy Kaiser
Vivien Gay & Minna Todd
Mariette Goldenleys**
Hon. Adena Gibert**
Emily L. Gochis**
Andrea Halliday and Anice Thipper**
Mary Edie Hanoll
Susan Jan Hamstein & Rosemary Ward
Giselle A. Jurkanik & Kristin A. Cooper
Joyce Kauffman, P.C.**
D. Kendall & R. McReynolds
Deb Kinney
Patricia P. Knight & Catherine J. Potts
Brigitte Laforest**
Stacey Lamirand**
Raguel Matas & Carla Lupi
Lisa McCauley
Adair McClatchy
Jean McCay**
Lisa Nehaman & Sandra Steele
Constance Nelson & Helene Butler
Zoon Nguyen & Cathy Halligan**
Ari Peterson
Ellen Poss
Jennifer Sherrill & Mary Kathryn Reese
Deborah Ann Smith & Kellene Zehnder**
S.J. Sullivan
Leesa Tori & Oal Perry**
Algera Tucker**
Carmen Vazquez**
Shannon Wentworth
Shannan Wilber & Christina Donaldson
John Wiskind & Doug Gary**
Frank H. Woo & Sheldon Sloan**
Jonna Wooten**
Whitney & Jay Wooten

$1,200 or more.
Major donors who give through our Sustainer Fund monthly or quarterly pledge program.

* NCLR’s major gift level increased from $1,200 to $1,500 in September 2005; due to this mid-year change, we gratefully acknowledge here all donors of $1,200 or more.

** Major donors who give through our Sustainer Fund monthly or quarterly pledge program.
KATHRYN FRIEBE LEGACY CIRCLE

NCLR thanks the following donors who have included NCLR in their wills, trusts, or other estate plans. The foresight of these donors ensures that NCLR will be able to continue to respond to threats to equality far into the future, as we do today.

Anonymous (4)
Chris Adams & Fran Becker
Betsy L. Allen
Bonnie & Julie Benitez
Ruthy & Maureen Bennett
Vicki L. Berg
Sandra Blair & Carol J. Cohen
Clare Brigidini
Brian Bringardner & Dennis Moyer
Margaret Broenniman
Lucia J. Capron & Grace Gallego
Courtney
Gregory A. Courtney
Jemma T. Crae
Kathy Cruz
Rhett Currier
Margaret A. Dwyer
Estate of Judith E. Davis
Estate of Kathryn Friebe
Estate of Joie B. Hubbert
H. Nona Hungate
Davette Berry & Kathryn McCown
Anatole & Kelly Besman
Amy Black
Dawn Bodenburg & Nancy Bahr
Reed Boyle
Ann Bolland
Lynn Gallagher
Linda Garber & Barbara Blinick
Tammy George
Paula Getz & Susan Christensen
Emily L. Gochis
Jill Gower & Ann Burck
Alena Hagendor
Leslie Hamilton
Sue C. Hansen
Sheryl L. Harris
Mark Hartman & Ron Norris
Pan Haskins
Chris Hawkins
Ruth Herring
Arlene F. Hoffman & Christine Leonardich
Estate of Julie B. Hubbert
H. Nona Hungate
Danielle Hupp
Suzanne L. Israel & Laurie Hanover
Caron Jenkins & J. Faneell Cofrerata
Pamela Johns
Burke Keegan & Jackie Boda
Kate Kendall & Sandy Holmes
Donald A. Kline & Collette Sell
Clarissa C. Kripke & Gail Ludwig
Jane S. Levin & Judith Reisman
Ani Linder & Luisa Inca
Kerry Lobel
Lory Masters
Jan Medina
Jeri Ann Meyer
Jane Moyer & Janet Free
Marcia Munson
Dena Narbaiz
Joyce D. Nordquist
Christi Olson & Dian Torres
Angela Padilla & Amy Silverstein
Gail Pass
Jerry C. Phillips
Sara Pfeifer & Susan Ripple
Andrea Polisky
Deborah Ray
Debra Reabock
Lynn Riordan
Ronnie Sandler
Bev Scott
Shirley Shapiro
Katin & Jim Sherwood
Maryann Simpson & Cynthia Asprodes
Rae Lee Sipin
Deborah A. Smith & Kellene Zehnder
Sue Sponsibel
Moli Steinert & Donna Canali
Sheryl Traun
Margaret E. Van Camp & Carol Patterson
Camille Wojtasiak & Kristen Jensen
Anne E. Zachritz
Sonia Zambino
Jan Zivc
Jan Zobel
Barbara S. Zoloth

SUSTAINER FUND MEMBERS

NCLR thanks the following donors who give monthly or quarterly to provide sustaining support year-round.

Miriam Abrams & Rosemary Robinson
Darikine C. Adler
Katherine Alberts
Anne T. Alexander & Susan Gabriel
Matthew Ateloff
Christina Alvarez
AJ Anderson & Anne Norland Anderson
Rita Andrews & Lynda Andrews
Troy Arnold
Marlene Barneweld & Kathleen Archambau
Ann P. Basart
Cari Bausone
Max Beck
Esther Bejar & Leah Perker
Maurica Belote
Marie Benedetto
Bonnie & Julie Bonitz
Davette Berry & Kathleen McCown
Anatole & Kelly Besman
Amy Black
Dawn Bodenburg & Nancy Bahr
Reed Boyle
Ann Bolland
Gary Booher
Avis Boutell
Karen L. Boyd & Samee Roberts
Jennifer Braun
Vicki Brenner & Denise Dimin
Michelle Brunell
Barbara J. Buckley & Barbara Hargrave
Desree Burod
Jeanie Bunker
Christine Burdick
Denise M. Burdick & Anna D. McConnel
Allison Burgas
Tracy Burt
Sharrin Byerly & Alice McCabe
Elizabeth W. Callaway
Grethe Cammermeyer & Diane Olivebess
Christina Carlsru
Melinda Capriasso & Jennifer Bing
Helen J. Carroll
Timothy Cavasugh
Pia X. Chamberlain & Ruth Saldivar
Kristin Chambers & Susan Sidel
Linda Colfax & Kristin Lamoureaux
Gail E. Collins
Carol A. Cook & Susan Grieer
LaDoris Cordell
Patricia Corea
Kenneth Craighead
Marty Crawford
Steven E. Crow
Kathleen Crowley
Mary Frances Cultrane
Robert Del Porto
Edith Daly & Jacqueline Mirkin
Emilae Rose Ruth Danforth
Jennifer Daupn & Dainne Caro
Jill Davidson
Bethany De Ruiter
Ilt Ditton
Dora J. Dieme, Esq.
Daphne Dristy & Janice Pierro
Melissa T. Duboux & Regina Marker
Anita Easland & Diane Naylor
MaryEllen & Laura Elizabeth
Elizabeth A. Elliott
Paula Ettebrick & Suzanne Golberg
Lynn Riordan
Ronnie Sandler
Bev Scott
Shirley Shapiro
Katin & Jim Sherwood
Maryann Simpson & Cynthia Asprodes
Rae Lee Sipin
Deborah A. Smith & Kellene Zehnder
Sue Sponsibel
Moli Steinert & Donna Canali
Sheryl Traun
Margaret E. Van Camp & Carol Patterson
Camille Wojtasiak & Kristen Jensen
Anne E. Zachritz
Sonia Zambino
Jan Zivc
Jan Zobel
Barbara S. Zoloth
Trish Everett & Kasey Mazzone
Margaret Eversole & Debbi Terverdo
Jane Eves
Katrina Ewert & Jessica Harlow
Jean Findley
Dan Fons
Stephanie Fox
Linda and Susan Frainow/Wong
BJ Frame
Aileen Friedman & Sharon Fertitta
Paula Funatake
Kathryn Furano
Susan Gable
Theresa Gannero
Katherine Gateley
E. Nathaniel Gates
Miriam Geller
Wystan Gert
Eileen S. Gillis
Rima Goldman
Carol Granados
Susan & Elaine Greenfield
Emily Griffen & Sage Anderson
Kathe Gummere
Heather Hall
Leslie Hamilton  
Patricia Hansen  
Rob Harris & Cynthia Grondahl  
Judith Harris & Mary Ann Ziabo  
Syl Harstfeld  
Stephanie Hau  
Susan A. Hawkins  
Donna Hawxhurst  
Holly Hayes  
Erika Helene  
Polly E. Heninger  
Charlotte Heródman & Deb J. Osborn  
Laura Miriam Heyer  
Kate Himell & Rochia Holmquist  
Joan Hinckley & Susan Schaffer  
Margaret Hirst & Kimberly Crawford  
Alexander Hoffmann  
Sandra Hollingsworth & Robyn Lock  
Pam Holley  
Nancy Horvath  
Ilene Hruby  
Maj Laurel A. Hull  
Alissa M. Hummer & Kirsten Zecher  
Lynn Hunt  
Nan Hunter  
Keith Irish  
Caren Jenkins & J. Farrel Cafferata  
Derek Jentzsch  
Arturo Jimenez  
Julie Jones  
Jaime Judge & Deanne Lysandrou  
Ina & John Kantaras  
Bonnie Kates  
Carolyn Kaupp  
Debra Kent  
Julia Kisangani-Peluso  
Carolyn Kriiga  
Robin Kojima & Teresa Renaker  
Helen Koudelobrova  
Vicky Kresge & Stephanie Haynes  
Laura Levin  
Joy Lynn Luwis  
Ricki S. Liff  
Sally Ann Lindemuth  
Vandi A. Linstrat & Jami Matanky  
Rachel Livingston & Jennifer Choiter  
Robin Louise  
Honour Maddock & Kathleen Kane  
Lin Marie  
Ann M. Mamorale  
Caroline Marvin  
Sarah Maner & Lisa Wanzig  
Mary Katherine Maulucci  
Kim Marie Mazucca  
Rosa Mazzone  
Sally McCoy and Rev. Rachel K. Anderson  
Jean McCray  
Debbie McDow  
Michele McNamara  
Susan Melnick & Olga Salinas  
Shelley A. Menger & Victoria Gonzalez  
LeeAnne M. Miller  
Louise S. Montgomery  
Alyce Moore  
Patricia & Monique Moore-Racine  
Carol Moran  
Adrienne Mundy-Shephard  
Beverly Jean Murphy  
Karen & Sue Myers Blauch  
Susan Nash  
Charlotte Newhart  
Nancy Newhart  
Lisa Newsham & Barbara Thumler  
Alma Noll  
Joseph L. Norton  
Joni Oak  
Erin O’Connell  
Kathryn Ogden  
Dawn A. Osterweil & Tracy Arson  
Pam Overmyer  
Dottie Painter  
Vicki Petsalauter  
Katherine Paxton  
Julia Pelosa  
Erin Perry  
Lora Porte & Cissie Bonini  
David Peterson  
Theresa Petry  
Kelly Pfohe  
Dana Philip & Jan Rubel  
Joyce Pierson  
Maria Pino  
Andrea Platas & Joyce Lupack  
Susan Pleck  
Bety Powell  
Mary Quinn  
Barbara Rabah  
Sharon Raphael  
Marina Reaves  
Kathy Reynolds  
Heather & Barb Rhoads-Weaver  
Hilda J. Richey  
Tracy Ritter  
Jean & Kristin Rivers  
Denise Ann Roberts  
Cindy Robinson  
Margie Robinson  
Carey Rogers  
Joyce Rolles  
Pam Rolph  
Myra Roselnisky  
Anita Roselius  
Karen & Linda Rosewood Hooper  
Martin Rouse  
Alix Sabin & Nancy Brooker  
Diana Saca & Theresa Sabella  
Linda Sandman  
Renni L. Sanio  
Susan T. Schellenberg  
Carl Schuh  
Margie Schwartz  
Elizabeth Schwartz & Lydia Martin  
Elizabeth W. Scott  
Rachel Shoemake  
Judith Siebert  
Stephanie Sisak  
Constance Stemmer  
Adolte T. Smith  
Laura Smith  
Judy E. Spain  
Phyllis St. George  
Mae Stadler  
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ABOUT NCLR

The National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR) is a national legal resource center which was founded in 1977, with headquarters in San Francisco and regional offices in Florida and Washington, D.C. Each year we serve more than 5,000 people in all fifty states. Through impact litigation, public policy advocacy, public education, collaboration with other social justice organizations and activists, and direct legal services, we advance the legal and human rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people and their families across the United States.